Cyberattacks Drop to Record Lows: New Quantum-based "Attack ID" Brings Criminals Out of the Shadows
QUANTUM ARMS RACE HEATS UP

4TH COUNTRY DEVELOPS WORKING QUANTUM COMPUTER; WORLD RUSHES TO CATCH UP
SMART AUTONOMOUS INTERSECTIONS MERGE TRAFFIC FLOWS
Change in perception of corruption levels in e-currency countries in the past two years

- Increased a lot: 1%
- Increased a little: 6%
- Stayed the same: 23%
- Decreased a little: 31%
- Decreased a lot: 40%
PAR - OSQ
Prevention of Arms Race – Open Source Quantum
**Target is subordinate to economic reforms**

By WANG YANTIE

China's top economic regulator pledged Tuesday to set higher goals for cutting overcapacity this year while lending financial support.

The pledge comes as the nation's leaders have more firmly seized power with less emphasis on a specific growth target.

The economic growth of the world's second-largest economy in 2015 is estimated at 6.9 percent, well within the 6.5 to 7 percent target range for last year, according to Xu Shaoshi, head of the National Development and Reform Commission.

The economic growth target for this year is to reflect expectations while not considered binding, according to Xu, as the nation faces pummeling key structural challenges.

6.7 percent

China's estimated GDP growth in 2016, which was targeted between 6.5 and 7 percent.

45 million

tons of excess steel production capacity shut down in 2015, a target achieved ahead of schedule.

QNPT Treaty Signed — Five Quantum Powers sign joint quantum non-proliferation agreement
QUANTUM NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY (QNPT)

- Treaty signed in 2026 by Quantum States

- Sought to limit the use of quantum to restricted military and government applications

- Control regime focusing on the restriction of exports of sensitive materials and technologies
OFFICIALS: DRUG CARTELS HAVE QUANTUM

MEXICAN QUANTUM EXPERT STILL MISSING
The Economist

Quantum Explosion

QNPT in ashes?